ETICS gLite testing

This section reports both the coordination of the testing activities related to gLite / LCG and the corresponding technical information.

Meetings

- Minutes of coordination meetings
- Action Items for people (Updated: April 5, 2006)

1. Andreas
   To provide a prototype (.PPT, whatever else) of the kind of format he'd like to get on the long term from a test framework, to give an idea of what can be done together to provide it. Done: LCGgliteTestPresentation

2. Alberto / Meb
   Define a possible structure for the test metadata and the corresponding way to register the test into the ETICS system.

3. Meb / Mario
   Define into some detail the possible system functionality and structure of the etics_test command: What will it do? What parameters will it require still open

4. Marian, Matvey
   First test with the UI installation; coordinate with Maria and Mario when possible. In Progress

5. Marian
   Kick" Maria and Mario to start using the existing NMI platform. Provide required information for them to start Done

6. Andreas
   Set up a reference web page with a summary of the existing tools, frameworks and related responsible / developers people. Done: LCGgliteTestInventory

Prototyping Information

- UI in user space installation

The script is attached to this wiki section at the bottom of the page

- Proxy Handling / Delegation
- Working Operational Scenarios

Links

http://etics.cern.ch/nmi/?page=results/overview

http://etics-test.cern.ch/nmi/?page=results/overview

http://msapunov.home.cern.ch/msapunov

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/DMUserspaceInstall

http://grids17.eng.it:8080/etics-test/

-- MarioReale - 05 Apr 2006

- UI-user-space.sh: UI in user space bash installer